The needle dispensing trolley replaces the entire needle dispensing counter.

Countertop with cut-outs
For documents, writing utensils and needle return box, as well as feed slot for damaged needles

Magnetic broom
For removing metal parts during forward motion and for finding needle parts around the sewing machine

The needle dispensing trolley:
- Stores new needles and various tools, as well as any electronic devices (e.g. needle detector)
- Is a collection point for used and broken needles
- Stores documentation on broken needles
- Holds the INH suitcase, which is equipped with an “emergency kit”
The lockable needle dispensing trolley contains several drawers, equipped as follows:

**Drawer 1:**
Container for damaged and used needles, secured with a separate locking system.

**Drawer 2:**
Storage place for new needles.

**Drawer 3:**
Storage place for major tools; for other tools the foam can be cut to size.

**Drawer 4:**
Space for tablet or other electronic devices; foam can be cut to size.

**Drawer 5:**
Space for an optional “emergency kit” containing new needles and various tools for a parallel needle replacement.

**Drawer 6:**
Hanging files for storing documentation on broken needles, as well as a collecting box for empty packaging.

**Other special features:**
- All components meet high quality standards.
- The trolley is ergonomic in design.
- The dual locking system ensures that only authorized persons can open the drawer with the used/broken needles.